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KARL LIEBKNECHT DAY A. F. of L Opens
Up in the South

As we go to press (Monday) the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor opens It long pro-
claimed conference in Charlotte, N. C., "to
map out a plan for organizing the wage
earners of the South". It is composed ex-
clusively of A. F. of L. officials, coming
largely front- the United Textile Workers
and its affiliated groups.

The whole record of the leaders of the
A. F. of L., from William Green to Thomas
McMahon, president of the U. T. W., is a
living refutation of the statement that they
will organize the Southern workers for a
genuine struggle against th'eir Bourbon
masters. One need go no further than the
textile field to evaluate the "work" that
the fat boys of the A. F. of L. will do in
the South.

Kemcmbcr Passalc!
About two years ago, the A. F. of L.

leaders entered the Passaic strike, after the
Left wing had led one of the most spirited
struggles in American history, took over
the union created by the Communists and
the Left wing, offered the workers up to the
bosses on a silver platter, and then strang-
led what was left of the union. In the New
Bedford strike, the leaders of the A. F. of L.
organized the skilled workers, kept them
separated from the unskilled who formed
the mass of textile operatives, and then
worked their fingers to the bone in order to
break the strike.

In the more recent EHzabethton, Tenn-
essee, strike, the sellout by the U. T. W.
.leaders was so raw that many of the wor-
kers struck over again spontaneously, in
spite of the lid that had been put on the
union by the imported bureaucrats. The
same story can be told in Marion and else-
where.

What is most significant of the A.F.ofL.'s
entry into the South at the present time
is that it only comes after the work accom-
plished by the Left wing particularly in the
Gastonia strike. As the press announces,
without an attempt at concealment, the
A. F. of L. is going into the South in order
to wipe out the Left wing and its union,
the N. T. W. This is precisely the aim the
bosses have set themselves. The latter un-
derstand their William Green very well.
While he is not needed by them in ordinary
peaceful times he comes in very handy
when the problem arises of fighting the
militant Left wing and its union. It is
clear from the whole situation in the South
today that: 1. The bosses will use the ser-
vices of the A. F. of L. to displace the
Left wing union or to ward off the danger
of the Left wing; when the Left wing men*
ace is removed for the time being, the
bosses know how easy it is to handle the
accomodatng Greens. 2. The bosses will
fight against the A. F. of L.'s mildest at-
tempt at unionization in those places where
it is not needed to head off into harmless
channels an existing or impending struggle.

The coming of Green and McMahon to
the South is not "a step forward" for them,
but a sinister move against the Left wing,
and therefore against the textile workers.
The blunders made by the Left wing, under
the direction of the present leadership of
the Communist Party, will only facilitate
Green's work. Instead of intensifying its
activity in the South, the Left wing has
had its most capable and experienced peo-
ple withdrawn until only a skeleton of the
forces required is left there. Besides this,
the Left wing still persists in its policy
of self-satisfied isolation and sensational
ultra-Leftism. Its present ctturse only
doubles and trebles the difficulties with
which it is confronted by the latest
A. F. of L. move in the South.

KARL LIEBKNECHT

Velvet Words Conceal U. S. Arms Growth
By SCOTT NEABING

Velvet words, hiding the growing claws
of naval and military power: thus might
be summarized the position of the Amer-
ican Empire during recent years. Cool-
idge followed this policy. Hoover has
adopted It. Both have talked persuasively
about peace. Both have been preparing the
country for war.

Recently the London Economist pub-
lished a detailed report on the 1929 cost of
war to the various nations. The United
States leads the list with 4,553 million gold
francs. Great Britain, second on the list
spends only 2,800 million gold francs on
war. If, to the figures of Great Britain are
added the figures of arms expenditures for
the remainder of the British Empire, the
result shows the American Empire and the
British Empire together are spending more
than two-fifths the total for the entire
world.

Military costs are greater in the United
States than they are in any other single
country. These costs, with some modific-
ation for the increase in the cost of living
show very clearly the direction in which
the country is moving.

As lately as 1926 United States expend-
itures on the army and navy totalled only
$580 million. They were $685 million in
1929, and the 1932 budget calls for $891
million.

Even clearer, as indices of military
preparations, are the figures showing the
actual fighting machine of the United

States.
Begin with the army. Up to the time

of the Spanish-American war the United
States army numbered about 27,000 regu-
lars and 113,000 members of the national
guard, or a total of some 140,000. In 1910
the total strength of the regular army was
80,000 and the national guard, 120,000, mak-
ing a total of 200 00.

In 1927, the regular army numbered 133,-
000 and the national guard 181,000. In
addition to these two branches of the ar-
my, however, there were 110,000 in the of-
ficers' reserve. These, with some inci-
dental figures, make the total army
strength of 1927, 430,000, or more than
twice the figure for 1910, and more than
three times the figure for the period im-
mediately preceding the Spanish-American
war.

There were 276 vessels in the United
States navy in 1906, having a total displace-
ment of 693,000 tons. For 1927 the num-
ber of vessels was 734—nearly three times
the figure for 1906. The tonnage had
more than trebled—2,225,000 tona.

Whatever Hoover, or any of his sub-
ordinates may say, the fact remains that
the American Empire is spending more for
military purposes than any other nation
in the world, and that these expenditures,
and the military machine which they are
building up, are growing rapidly, year after
year.

(Prepared for Federated Press by the
Labor Research Assn.t

At the Martyr's
Grave-side

By Karl Radek

With your tears you have bathed his
dead body, whose wounds cry to the heav-
ens against the socialist betrayers; with
the red banner of the proletarian world
revolution you have covered him and placed
him in your hearts so that he may rest
there forever. Millions of you know no
more of him than that, in the black night,
illuminated only by the flash of cannon
he broke out of the trenches with a small
force to fight for peace; that cast info
prison by the mighty, he stoically endured
every torment and hardly liberated from
his chains raised anew the banner of
struggle and fell with it in his hands, fell
on the threshhold of a new life.

But I want every proletarian to knew
about Liebknecht, to love him. not only as
the blood-bedecked symbol of a martyr, but
as he was in life, with his faults and merits,
not as a "puzzled-out book" but as a man
with his "contradiction". The man Lieb-
knecht should be our great model, a model
for our youth who should learn to fight, a
model for our women who should not let
themselves be oppressed by life, a model
for our weather-beaten men who are haun-
ted by doubts. The time has not yet come
to proceed to a detailed biography of Karl
Liebknecht. In his house of mourning the
soldiers of the German counter-revolution
still rule, and as I write these words, an
inspection of the papers he left behind is
impossible, yes, myself illegally in hiding,
I cannot, even gather the printed documents
But I believe that I see at a glance his rich
life in its peculiarity and I want to decribe
it here.

At Liebknecht's Cradle

... Songs of heroes were sung at Lieb-
knecht's cradle...The first impressions that
the boy received were the persecutions of
the Socialist Law. The German bour-
geoisie and the Hohenzollerns sought to
stifle the first socialist stirrings of the Ger-
man proletariat. For him who spread the
criminal teaching: "the putrid belly shall
not waste what diligent hands have earned",
who aroused the poor and disfranchised,
there was no peaceful working place; he
had to wander, persecuted, from place to
place nowhere secure from police spies.

Wilhelm Liebknecht remained at his
post and did not suspend the struggle for
socialism even when it was again necessary
to show by suffering that we live for the
liberation of humanity. Karl may often
have asked himself as a child what the
strange men were ferretting for in the
house of his father, why people came into
the house secretly at night, whispering
quietly like thieves: good people they must
have been, for warmly welcomed by his
parents, they would stroke his little
black head. Thus he grew up in the
years of persecution as the son of the sol-
dier of the revolution. To be a soldier, a
warrior of the revolution, that was the gift
conferred upon him in his cradle.

The Socialist Law fell. The growing,
strengthening capitalism simultaneously
also strengthened the working class numer-
ically, and with the growth of the working
class, the German social democracy grew
in spite of all the persecution. There began
the "new course", the endeavor to win the
working class through social concessions,
and although it apparently retreated im-
mediately to a new sharp course, yet th«
spirit 'Of the epoch was such that, whil«
ttrengthening capitalism accorded the

Continued on Page 3
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1930toBe«Lean Export Industries Will Be Hit Heavily Racketeer is Pal
Totigh» Year

NEW YORK-(FP)—Nineteen-thirty will
l>e a "lean, hard, tough" year according to
Business Week, published by McGraw Hill,
•which also sponsors the leading industrial
and trade magazines. Intense competition,
with disaster for weaker firms, Is foretold.
Workers can interpret for themselves the
meaning of this ompetition in speed-up,
low wages and unemployment.

Economists, statisticians, and the glor-
ified soothsayers employed to shed pres-
tige on big corporations have been filling
"las business press with their usual prog-
nostications. Usually these oracles stress
tho Inherent "soundness of business",
namely people must eat and live and there-
faro will not cease all buying. Sec. of the
Treasury Mellon typifies their viewpoint
when he says that "I see nothing in the
present situation that is either menacing
or warrants pessimism. During the win-
ter months there may be some slackness or
unemployment, but hardly more than is us-
ual at this season of the year." In this
'.ninty manner does the great Pittsburgh

1 ~-;nato toss off the plight of millions of
V;ess workers,

What About the Workers)
In the deluge of words published

concerning the Industrial depression whose
jaginning was seen last summer, hardly
any consideration is given the workers who
bear the brunt of hard times. Statisticians
bend their brains to the task of estimating
whether profits will decline 15% or 25%
in 1930, but no attention is paid to workers'
income and hardly any more as to whether
he is to have a chance to make a living.

Construction and automobiles are con-
sidered the leading forces in depression
And recovery. The auto slump that started
last fall continues unabated, and the indus-
try looks "to the production of 1,000,000
fewer cars in 1930. That means a smaller
demand for steel, textiles, electrical equip-
ment and all tbe products that go into
auto building. la construction no marked
recovery is expected.

Profits Rise
Workers' attention is called to the pros-

pect that many employers will attempt to
Justify wage cuts with stories of falling
profits. But the net income available for
dividends for 1929 is estimated at $3,500,
009,000 for 550 leading industrial flr'ms.
Thte is an increase of 17.6% over the pre-
vious year.

Poverty Spreads in St. Louis
ST. LOUIS-(FP)—With more than

1,000 workers' families applying for chari-
ity during the first 17 days of the month,
December, 1929, has seen destitution estab-
lish new records in this city unequalled
during the history of organized charity.

These facts are revealed by the official
journal of the St. Louis Provident Assn.
family case work agency, which says that
"district superintendents report unem-
ployment the major cause of the flood of
applications".

Joblessness shows the'greatest increase
says the report, in foundries, shoe factories,
paper box factories, automobile assembly
plants and construction companies. Wor-
kers over 40 years old are hardest hit.
The survey takes account only of able-
bodied unemployed.

Thirty-one cents of every dollar spent
for relief during December, the report esti-
mates, will go to families where unemploy-
ment is responsible for the need. This is
the largest proportion of relief chargeable
to any one cause. When it is considered
that a family case work agency must also
care for families where the wage-
«ara«r Is dead, Incapacitated, too old to
work, non-supporting, or where earnings
lire insufficient for the family's support,
the seriousness of the situation is appar-
ent.

H. C. WANTS ANTI-LABOB IAW, TOO
NEW YORK—Condemnation of three

Ohio workers to long terms in the peniten-
tiary for anti-militarist agitation has sug-
gested to the Gastonia, N. C, Gazette and
the Charlotte, N. C. Observer the deslra-
fcilty of such a law in North Carolina to
jurb the union agitators.

WASHINGTON-(FP)—Information re-
ceived at the U. S. Department of Com-
merce and at the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States shows that the coming
six months will witness nationwide unem-
ployment in the industries which supply
the foreign export trade. Due to the severe
business depression in South America and
Cuba, caused by a drop of 35 to 55 percent
in prices of coffee and sugar, and due to
the steady drift of many European countries

toward hard times, American export trade
faces the worse crisis sin^e the war. Mil-
lions of American wage workers may suffer
between now and July, from the collapse of
foreign buying.

The Department of Commerce expert
on Latin America, writing in the Commerce
Reports for January 6, predicts serious
political unrest in Brazil, Colombia and
oilier countries of South America as a re-
sult of the present business disaster.

Pullman Co. Absorbs Notorious Union Foe
P IT TSBURG-(FP)—Standard Car

Corp., ruthless and conscienceless foe of
unionism in western Pennsylvania, has been
absorbed by the Pullman Co., whose own
record against labor is unparrallelled.

Typical of western Pennsylvania feud-
alism is Standard Steel Car's plant at But-
ler, near Pittsburg. Fearful evidently of
the results of its anti-union policy among
workers, the company had one of the five
state police barracks placed in Butler when
the plant was built. The company donated
the ground and many facilities.

A Company Town
The Inevitable company town was built

at Lyndora, inhabited chiefly by immigrant
workers and their families. It was through
streets lined by miserable company sheds
that the police patrolled its force during
the steel strike Of. 1919. Often these sheds
had barn doors for the entrance of what
the company considered its human cattle.
On occasion the figure of the mounted
cossack bent on Rowing "guineas" and
"wops", sent women and children fleeing
through the doors into their sheds.

Across the street car tracks was the
city of Butler inhabited by native born
workers and bosses. Here the Mellon car
company domination was more polite but
just as effiective. Years ago an old pioneer
land owner and county judge controlled
Butler, today his sons are in charge of the
Republican city and county machines, and
are physician and attorney for the car
company.

Boy Scout Movement Anti-Strike
Standard Steel Car benignantly fathers

all civic affairs from the Salvation Army
and the Community Chest to the Boy Scouts.
The Boy Scout secretary once told the

Federated Press correspondent tlwt car
company officials hoped to decrease the
possibilities of strikes through careful fos-
tering of the Boy Scout movement in Lyn-
dora.

Decline in the demand for steel cars
led to perpetual unemployment in Butler,
as the plant alone could have cared for the
entire national demand in 1927. Orders
were shuffled between the Butler and Ham-
mond, Ind. plants as well as Osgood-Bradley
at Worcester, Mass., involved In the latest
merger.

In 1926 part of the idle car plant was
made into a modern rolling mill unit of the
Columbia Steel Co., unit of the American
Rolling Mills Co. (Armco) which recently
crushed a steel workers' strike in Middle-
town, Ohio.

This year the Austin Automobile Co.,
a British concern, took over another idle
section of Standard Steel Car plant on the
understanding that common labor was not
to be paid above 36 cents an hour, the
rate prevailing for such labor in all Butler
industry.

FBEE MEALS PASS OUT IN TUMA

YUMA, Ariz. — Free meals for out-of-
works who trudge through Yuma on their
way from the valleys of California to the
valleys of Arizona in quest of the illusive
job aer a thing of the past for the associ-
ated charities has had a large wood pile
placed in the yard of the city hall. Appli-
cants for charity will be obliged to split
wood for one hour before they will be given
the price of a meal.

Militant
A Subscription to the Weekly for One Year

1̂ . LA 1 rotsky
Booklet on the Program of the Comintern

M I L I T A N T is making a special of-
fer. A one year subscription (52 issues) to the
Militant is two dollars. A copy of L. D. Trotsky's
brilliant criticism of the draft program of the
Communist International (150 pages) is thirty-five
cents. Under the terms of the special offer, both
the yearly subscription and the booklet can be ob-
tained for only two dollars ($2.00). The blank is
for your convenience. Fill it out immediately and
send it In.

The Militant
25 Third Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

Name ..

Address

City state

I am enclosing $2.00 to cover the subscription and the book

of Matty Woll
By Harvey O'Connor

NEW YORK-(FP)— Pres. Paul Vaccar-
elli of the Loyal Labor Legion is back on
the first pages of the metropolitan press
again. This time it is because of the
inclusion of his name on a telephone list
kept by a drug ring raided by federal
authorities.

Matty Woll's Pal
Vaccarelli, alias Kelly, is best known

in the labor world as the sole owner and
proprietor of the Loyal Labor Legion a
racket which fetes prominent labor men on
Labor Day, Its performance on last Labor
Day was held at a Long Island resort,
where Malfliew \'(oll, a featured guest,
pinned a medal on Edward F. McGrady,
of the A. F. of L. as the outstanding labor
man of the year.

Vaccarelli also burst into the public
prints recently in connection with charges
by Mai. F. H. LaGuardia, Republican can-
didate for mayor of New York in the re-
cent election, that the labor racketeer
headed a gang of gunmen who terrorized
Italian voters In the Bronx. His latest
appearance in print is in connection with
the sensational disclosures concerning City
Magistrate Albert Vitale, whose connec-
tions with the New York underworld and
the dope ring in particular are now under
closest scrutiny by the federal government,
the Bronx grand jury and the Bar Assn.

The Loyal Labor Legion was organized
in war time to break strikes on the New
York waterfront and assure loyalty to the
government. Vaccarelli was later closely
associated with Czar Brindell it the Build-
ing Irades Council, who rounded out hi*
car'H-r in Sins Sing. Then he preyed on his
fellow-countrymen, organizing them into
municipal service unions, exacting tribute-
from them in turn for deals with Tammany
Hall. One racket was the publication of a
magazine for which 18,000 members of
New York Laborers Union had to sub-
scribe at $2 a year.

Notorious Gangster
Vaccarelli was described in the Amer-

ican Mercury recently by Herbert Asbury
as perhaps New York's outstanding racket-
eer and gangster and owner, in his heyday,
of the "flashiest palace of sin in New
York City." He was kicked out of the
Longshoremen's Union by T. V. O'Connor
then president, but later held a lucrative
job in the New York District Council.

The Loyal Labor Legion's only appar-
ent activity is social and is concentrated
on the Labor Day affair, at which liquor
and oratory are the "pieces de resistance".
The culmination of the affair is the award
of a medal to the "most outstanding labor
man of the year." McGrady was rewarded
last Labor Day for his efforts in "smashing
the Left wing in the New York Needle
trades."

12 Lynching* Known in 1929
NEW YORK-(FP)—Twelve known

lynchings were reported for 1929 by the
Natl. Assn. for the Advancement of Colored
People. Not a single lyncher was punished
during the year.

Among those lynched were four whites,
including a white woman, Ella May Wig-
gins, Gastonia union organizer, who was
shot to death on a highway in broad day-
light.

One of the Negro victims, reported the
N. A, A. C. P., was a 72-year-old man, wlio
was brutally beaten, his hands severed, and
then thrown into the Sewanee River to
drown.
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Jtteetlug in Philadelphia
Comrade Max Shachtman will speak

before the Liberal League Forum of Phila-
delphia, Pa. on Sunday, January 19, 1930
at 8 p. m. The subject of his talk will be:
'The Crisis in the Communist Movement"

Philly Class
A study class in the elements of polit-

ical education has been organized in Phil-
adelphia by the branch of the Communist
League of America (Opposition). The class
is under the direction of K. M. Whitten
The class is open to members and sympa-
thizers of the Communist League.
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masses of skilled workers more endurable
conditions o£ living, it thereby restrained
them from sharp revolutionary struggle.
In appearance, socialism became "red-
cheeked". The party organizations grew,
the trade unions bloomed. Revolutionary
resolutions were adopted at branch meet-
ings and the party conventions. But in
practise the struggle was carried on only
for small improvements in material con-
ditions pf the workers, not for the revolu-
tionary overthrowal. And since deeds are
as decisive in the character of a party as
they are in determining the character of a
man, the social democracy became a party
of reform and not of revolution, no matter
how revolutionary were the words it em-
ployed.

Imbued with BeYOlutionary Traditions
Karl Liebknecht, who grew to his youth

In the period of this moderation and pet-
rlfication, who followed political and social
events with the greatest concern, even if
he had not yet then put his hand actively
to politics, was in a way already insured
by heredity against this bourgeoisiflcation
and mechanization of the revolutionary
spirit. In the house of Wilhelm Liebknecht
lived the traditions of 1848, the traditions
of the revolution and the struggle for the
republic.

Ten years ago it had already struck
me, when I had the opportunity to become
acquainted for the first time with .the Ger-
man party leadership, that Karl Liebknecht
was the only one of the "permanent" leaders
for whom republicanism was no purely
theoretical creed, but a practical burning
question. And, secondly, what caught one's
eye was the fact of how little petrified he
was in the conception that the evolution
would be slow, that neither the state nor
social relations would be set into motion
before long. In this connection, it was for
him no question at all of the theoretical
weighing of forces, that would soon bring
quiet, "peaceful" Europe into rebellion.
The situation was not yet revolutionary, it
was necessary to go to the masses in order
to arouse them. And here another charac-
teristic feature of Liebknecht comes to
light. Before the war. lie was frequently
reproached because he was very "broad"
in hia conceptions, that every form of ac-
tivity was dear to him, even if it were not
of much important •• "in principle". The
basis of this accusation was formed by the,
for Cerniany, unusual animation of Lieb-
knecht which did not allow him to give up
any method o£ influencelng the workers on
the ground of some doctrinaire consider-
ations. This also explains his intervention
in the movement lor withdrawal from the
church. He had a good eye for new re-
quirements, for new movements opening a
road..

When he entered politics, the first signs
of the imperialism that was growing
stronger in Germany also, began to be
marked, the strides of capital beyond the
"fatherland's frontiers" for new sources
of profit. The party divined the dangers
of war arising from it, but only Liebknecht
saw it in real life as the Moloch that
stretched out its arm for millions of pro-
letarian youth. That is how he was one
of the few who hurried to the threatened
youth to summon them against these dan-
gers. The party forbade special anti-mil-
itarist agitation. It declared that the edu-
cation of the proletarian youth must by
itself arm them against the militaristic
spirit and that the whole struggle of the
proletariat against capitalism was at the
same time a struggle against militarism.
But Liebknecht felt the falseness of these
objections "in principle". He saw that the
"education" of the proletarian youth alone
did not suffice, but that the youth must be
stirred up specifically against militarism.
He knew very well that militarism could
only be smashed together with capitalism
by the proletarian revolution, but he under-
stood how important it is for the rev-
olution to make it clear to the young pro-
letarians forced into a uniform that their
liberation from militarism could only be
part of the general political struggle for
freedom. The party leaders shook their
heads over the special actions of this "hot-
head" but the young Liebknecht stuck ten-
aciously to his cause. His revolutionary
feelings drove him to it inexorably.

The consciousness of the threatening
international danger fortified the Inherited
feelings of internationalism in Liebknecht.
He was one of the few in Germany who

had the most ardent desire to know how
things stood in the brother parties, not
only in France and Russia but in any small
Balkan party.

His trips to America and Prance, his
close relations with the "Russian comrades
sprang from the consciousness of how im-
measurably important it is to keep up in-
ternational relations. And how thoroughly,
how tirelessly he had himself enlightened
on the complicated Russian questions
during the trip to the International Con-
gress in Copenhagen we made together
with Leon Trotsky from Berlin: We know
that for Liebknecht tne International is no
formal alliance of various parties, but it
is his real fatherland as the principles of
the Spartakusbund later said. The most
precious political qualities of Liebknecht,
even before the war, had to make him un-
popular among a section of the leaders,
while they created popularity for him in
the working masBes and in the Inter-
national. He sprang too far beyond the
limits of the German party not to be ac-
cused by the small minds of being am-
bitious. To this are still added his human
qualities by which he also diverged from
the prescribed type of a worthy party lead-
er. He loved life; unrestrained and uncon-
cerned, he clutched at it wherever it called.
There was so little Philistinism in this
youthful Absalom, so little hypocrisy, so
much of the childish joy of life, that be-
cause of them many overlooked the deep
seriousness, the mildness and graciousness
of his nature. I will never forget how we
once came to Peer Gynt in a conversation
during a walk, He knew the drama in the
translation by Passarge and I told him of
the gracefulness of Morgenstern's transla-
tion. He came to me and for three hours—
it was already long past midnight—read
Morgenstern's translation. When he came
to the scene in which Peer Gynt hears the
song he did not sing, the tears he did not
weep, the battle he did not fight, lament in
the rustling of the leaves, lament a life that
was not whole, the features in Liebknecht's
face tightenend and he said: "That con-
founded half time, and in spite of it we
can, and must lead a full life." Thus he
was before the war, a fiery agitator, an en-
ergetic politician, a hothead, animated and
jovial, a favorite of the women, a man good
—as the Poles say—for fighting and drink-
ing. In every gesture he was the son of
his father, of the great leader of the people,
of the great, lively man who could laugh
like a child.

There came the war and its fire forged
out of all these elements of the Lisbknecht
temperament the hero of the German work-
ing class.

The Imperialist War Comes

The war came. With the first re-
ports the rumor reached the outside that
Liebknecht together with Rosa Luxemburg,
had been shot. The report over-anticipated
the reality, but it showed that outside of
Germany friend and foe knew from whom
the struggle against the powers of war
might be expected. Liebknecht was stirred
by these precipitate events. On the thresh-
hold of the heric period of his life he paid
his last obligation to the party whose revo-
lutionary power was his vanishing dream.
The belief that August 4 would remain only
a dismal episode caused him to maintain
discipline and to abandon an open protest
against the war on August 4. After a few
days he saw that he had committed a great
mistake. He drew closer to Rosa Luxem-
burg, whose strictly laid-down theoretical
line was foreign to his broad, questing na-
ture and there arose between them, in spite
of all differences in their natures, a life
and death alliance.

In the first weeks of the war, they seek
to go to the working masses; the govern-
ment prohibits public meetings. Liebknecht
is determined to raise the banner of rebel-
lion at the second voting of credits. He
endeavors to arrive at a concerted action
by the fourteen deputies who voted against
the granting of war credits in the Reich-
stag fraction. They refuse. Liebknecht,
whom the cravens later accused of acting
only out of conceit so as to shine as the
only one, fought to the last moment in or-
der to draw with him, out of the troop of
hesitant colleagues, at least two, or even
one into the path of the joint struggle.
It was miserable to see how, although he
employed every means of intellectual and
moral suasion, he was nevertheless unable
to shake a single one in a fraction of over

a hundred men, to make it clear to one of
them that it was necessary to break with
all putrid compromises. It showed how
much, in the final analysis, the collapse of
leadership was a moral problem. Lieb-
knecht remained alone. His features har-
dened, a bitter line was drawn around
his lips. He determined to proceed
by himself, despite the dissuasions of his
friends. In that hour I saw how the last
doubt vanished in Liebknecht, the last
softness, how the great moral power was
released that did not depart from him un-
til death: the iron determination to open
the road of the reawakening of socalism
even if it were necessary to parry every
spear with his own breast.

Workers Stand By Liebknecht
The struggle for the mud-trampled ban-

ner of socialism was taken up entirely in
the open. The entire press sought to
suppress Liebknecht, in part by calumni-
ation, in part by making a bagatelle of his
deed. He was to be terrorized by threats
and by the suggestion that his sacrifice was
futile. Yet thousands stood up for him.
The declaration on his motive for his sep-
arate vote was copied and mimeographed
by thousands of workers; it passed from
hand to hand, aroused a feeling of respon-
sibility and united men and women in
struggle. Liebknecht became the storm cen-
ter of the decisive opposition. Towards
the end of December, 1914, when I arrived
in Switzerland, it became clear to me to
the full extent how fruitfully his deed had
taken effect internationally. It was the
first sign visible from afar that there were
revolutionary forces in Germany. Lenin,
that man devoid of all phrase, who prob-
ably measured most deeply the collapse of
the International immediately understood
that the decision to raise the banner of
rebellion against the whole fraction was a
decision that gave the signal for imper-
ishable deeds. Liebknecht's name became
one of the best beloved in the growing van-
guard of the Russian proletariat, and it
was no different in Prance, in Italy. In
his Le Feu, Barbusse erected a monument
to him as the only German, who Illumin-
ated the last point of French socialism like
a star in the dark night...In October 1915,
when the dispersed parts of the militant
remnants of the old international gathered
in Zimmerwald, and Ledebour, answering
attacks from the Left, declared in the name
of his partisans (later the Independents)
that therto was no Liebknecht fraction,
Trotsky shouted out to him, amid \he lively
acclaim of the French and Italians: "For
us there is only the fraction of Liebknocht."

When the report arrived of his arrest
on Potzdamerplatz, many friends outside
of Germany asked why one in his exposed
position participated in the demonstration.
Many saw in it a sign of a great internal
agitation that muse be capable of domin-
ating a leader. What drove him to the
streets was however, also consciousness of
duty. Confidence in the social democratic
phrase had, thanks to the betrayal of the
social democracy, sunk so low that who-
ever wanted to form a new revolutionary
power could not limit himself to intellec-
tual general staff service behind the battle-
front. Liebknecht's "recklessness" was
profound wisdom and his prison martyrdom
did more for the revolution than all the
"cnut.ious" endeavors of 9 whole party
could do. The nucleus of Karl Liebknecht
became a center of a radiating moral pow-
er that no measures of isolation could dam.
The "I dare it!" reverberated throughout
the world, stirring up imitation.

The Russian revolution broke out, the
first army of imperialism mutinied, the
first army of socialism began to be formed.
As we sat in Brest-Litovsk around the con-
ference table with Count Mirbach and Gen-
eral Hoffmann, we spoke over their heads
to the prison convict and hia people. The
German proletariat responded to our call.
The January strike broke out. None of us
assumed that this was the victory, that
German imperialism would yield, and in
spite of it Trotsky rejected every comprom-
ise. It was necessary, despite the greatest
danger, to show the German proletariat
that we had confidence in it. It was neces-
sary to show the world proletariat that
German Imperialism might smash us but
that we make no voluntary compromises
with it. Later, when we wore nevertheless
compelled to conclude the peace, to take
the cross of Brest upon us and to retreat,
we often asked ourselves uneasily: Do
Liebknecht and Ms comrades understand
our position and tactics? And Liebknecht

told me later of the- torment* lie suffered
in prison when he thought that all our sac-
rifices might be futile, that the German
working class might not rebel In time so as
to unite with us. He feared that we woufd
go too far with our concessions, and sum-
moned his friends from prison to act so
that we would be spared the last bitter
ter cup.

Fearful of the impending revolution,
he was released by the government of Ger-
man imperialism, which stood on the brink
of bankruptcy. His first steps were to tlie
Russian embassy. On the night of his re-
lease Bucharin let us know by telegranli
that Liebknecht was in full accord with
us. The joy of the Russian workers £.t
Liebknecht's liberation cannot be expressed.
Could he have come to us at that time no
king -was ever welcomed as Liebknecht
would have been welcomed by the Russian
workers.

When I came to Germany towards the
end of December and could press his hands
again after four years, he said calmly,
without the slightest disappointment: "We
are only at the beginning, the road Is still
long." And we agreed with Rosa Luxem-
burg and him that the distance to the end
could only be shortened by tireless agit-
ation, propaganda and action. Whoever
saw. how both of them worked from early
morning to late at night, how resolutely
they cut the last ties that still bound theiii
to the world of half-heartedness by founding
the Communist Party of Germany, whoever
was there to see how they warned th<yr
own supporters against exaggerations i:
the midst of the revolutionary ecstasy.
could grasp their profound confidence i i
the Communist movement of Germany.

Fallen in Battle
Liebknecht was not alive to see tlu

new times. The first wave of the prolct
arian revolution bore him further than li:
wanted, tore him with it. In the storm h:
did not see the distance far enough. Whe •
the January uprising was suppressed an
the social-patriotic government pursued hi-
no one dared urge upon him the theug"
of flight, even though it was clear th-.v.
his imprisonment contained the dang«r <
death. He wanted to fling himself agair.
the pogrom incitement. On the day (
assassin's bullet struck him, he brour; .
up the idea of calling public meetings :
the next few days. Then he fell into f.. :
hands of the executioners who wanted t
strike in him and Rosa Luxemburg the G.
man, the International revolution. He f /
in the first phase of the struggle, full c.
confidence and the consciousness of victory.
He fell as he lived: captured at the baftb
position. And we, we who knew him intim-
ately with his merits and weaknesses, we
who understand the immeasurable loss the
revolution suffered when this iron warrior
was torn from its ranks, we say at his
grave: "For us he will be a model of loy-
alty to socialism, of devotion and courage
without which the revolution cannot tri-
umph."

Liebknecht was not only inspired by a
deep insight into the objective necessity
of Communism but the still deeper person-
al yearning for the completely harmonious
life that is possible only on the basis of
Communism, and this yearning sprang from
an infinite love and kindness a sympathy
for every suffering creature, a readiness
to give assistance without which socialism
is a delusion. The world knows only
Liebknecht the heroic warrior. Broad sec-
tions of proletarians, who applied to him
as an attorney, received humane assistance
from him, loved him as a man. Lieb-
knecht's courage was the union of his love
for every man and his discernment that in
the period we live in, individual suffering
cannot be helped without beginning the life
and death struggle for socialism. He felj
in the raging struggle. And thousands will
follow him to the martyr's death until
naked, hungering, wound-bedecked human-
ity will have the leisure to remember its
martyrs with love. Soldier of the Revolu-
tion his father called himself. To Karl
Liebknecht fell the honor of earning this
title with death in the struggle. The Soviet
republic has created the Insignia of the
"Red Star" for its most valiant son. Lay
it on Liebknecht's grave, and may all of
our friends know no greater honor than,
through the achievement of this Insignia,
to approach the spirit of Karl Liebknecht
who went the road that we want to tread to
the end, even should each of us win tha
Red Star only at the bier.
Berlin, Janinry IS, 1919.
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The Defense of the Soviet Union and the Opposition
Continued from Last Issue

Not Centrism in General, but
a Certain Kind of Centrism

The article in the organ of the Lenin-
bund, analyzed by us,endeavors to attack
our standpoint from another side, "While
CentrJsm," the author objects, "is a current
and a tendency inside the working class ,it
differs only in degree from the other cur-
rent and tendency in the working class
reformism. Both serve, even if differently,
the class enemy." (Faline des Kommunis-
mus, No. 31, page 246.)

This sounds very convincing. In real:

ity, however, the Marxist truth has been
transformed here into an abstraction, and
consequently, into a falsehood. It is not
enough to say that Centrism In general
or reformism In general constitute currents
•with the working class. One must investi-
gate what functions are fulfilled by a cer-
tain Centrism in a certain working class
in a certain country and at a certain epoch.
Truth is always concrete.

In Russia, Centrism ia in power. In
England, it is reformism that now governs.
Both of them—Urbahns teaches us—are
currents within the working class that dif-
fer only in degree (graduell); both serve,
even if differently, the class enemy. Very
well, let us take note of that. What tactic
follows from this, for example, in case of
war? Must the Communists in Russia be
defeatists like the Communists in England?
Or should they be partisans of national de-
fense in both countries, not uncondition-
ally, to be sure but with certain reserva-
tions? Defeatism and defense of the father-
land are lines of class policy and cannot
be influenced by "secondary differences"
between Russian Centrlsm and English re-
formism. But here, perhaps, a number of
things will occur to comrade Urbahns him-
self and alarm him... In England, the fac-
tories, railroads, tie land belong to the ex-
ploiters; the State owns colonies, that is,
it to a olave-lioldizis state; the reformists
thew consequently fief cad the existing bour-
geois state—defend it not very skilfully nor
very cleverly; the bourgeoisie regards them
half distrustfully, half contemptuously
keeps them under a jealous surveillance,
hoots at them and is ready to run them off
at any moment. But at any rate the Eng-
lish reformists who are in power defend
tite domestic and foreign interests of cap-
ital. The same holds true o£ course, for the
German social democracy.

Now, what does Centrism in the Soviet
Union defend? It defends a social order
produced by* the political and economic ex-
propriation of the bourgeoisie. It defends it
very badly, very unskilfully, arousing dis-
trust and disappointment in the proletariat
(which does not, unfortunately, possess
the experience of the British bourgeoisie),
weakens the dictatorship, helps the forces
of Theraidor, but ao a result of the object-
ive situation, Stalinlat Centricm neverthe-
less represents a proletarian a&d not Im-
perialist regime. That is not, comrade
Urbahns, a difference of "degree", it is
a difference- between two class orders. They
are the two sides of the historical barri-
cade. Whoever loses sight of this funda-
mental difference is lost to the revolution.

K A Kerenskyism Upside Down»
Then what is the meaning, Urbahns

replies, to your own words, according to
which the Stalin period is aKerensky period
upside down? Improbable as it may seem,
It is nevsrtheless precisely out of this for-
mula that Urbahns endeavors to draw the
conclusion that the Thermidor is already
an accomplished fact. In reality, it is
precisely! the contrary that flows quite
clearly frooa my formula. The Kerensky
period was a form of bourgeois domina-
tion ic. the period c£ the impending prolet-
arian" r«Tol-atioB. It was a vacillating,
irresolute, uncertain form c* domination,
but domination ot the bourgeoisie neverthe-
less. For tie proletariat to attain power,
neither more nor less than armed insur-
rection, than the October revolution, was
required.

It Stalinism Is a Kerenskyism upside
down, it means that ruling Centrism, on the
road to Thsnaidcr, constitutes the last form
of the dczn-aation of the proletariat weak-
ened by interns,! and external contradic-
tions, by mistaken of its leadership, by lack
of its own activity. But it is nevertheless
a form of proletarian domination. The cen-
trists can be replaced only by the Bolshe-
viks or Thermidorlans. Is any other inter-
nretation nnsslble'

By L D. Trotsky
Still I recall that one is conceivable.

From uiy formula: "a Kerensky period up-
side down", the Stalinists drew the con-
clusion that the Opposition is preparing an
armed insurrection against domination of
the Centrists, just as, in days gone by, we
prepared the uprising against the Kerensky.
But this is an obvious knavish interpre-
tation, not dictated by Marxism but
by the needs of the G. P. U., and it has not
the faintest connection with criticism. Pre-
cisely because Centrism is a Kerensky per-
iod upside down, it is the bourgeoisie and
not the proletariat that needs an armed
uprising for the seizure of power. Precisely
because the Thermidor is not yet accomp-
lished ,the proletariat can still realize its
tasks by deep-going internal reforms in the
Soviet state, in the trade unions and above
all in the party.

Proletarian or Bourgeois State?

It must be acknowledged that in the
article on Thermidor examined by us a
half-step backward is made. But this does
not improve matters much. Is Soviet Rus-
sia a bourgeois state? The article answers:
no.. "Have -we still a proletarian dictator-
ship in Russia?" The article again answers:
no. Then what have we? A classless state?
A government above classes? To this, the
article replies: In Russia we have a gov-
ernment which "apparently mediates be-
tween the classes, but in reality represents
the interests of tlie economically stronger
class." (No. 32, page 246. My emphasis (L.T.)
Without saying directly which class it con-
siders the "stronger" the article never-
theless leaves no doubt that it refers to the
bourgeoisie. But a government that appar-
ently mediates between the classes and in
reality embodies the interests of the bour-
geoisie, is a bourgeois government. Instead
of declaring this openly, the author has re-
course to circumlocutions which do not be-
speak intellectual frankness. There arc no
governments standing above the classes.
With regard to* the proletarian revolution,
Thermidor marks the passage of power
from the hands of the proletariat to the
hands of the bourgeoisie. It can signify
nothing else. If Thermidor is accomplished
then Russia is a bourgeois state.

Is it true, however, that the bourge-
oisie is the "economically stronger class"
in the Soviet Republic? No, that is a plain
absurdity. The author of the article evi-
dently does not consider that in making
this contention, he buries, not Stalin, but
the October revolution. If the bourgeoisie
is already economically stronger than
the proletariat, if the relation of forces
shifts in its favor "with "gigantic strides"
(mit riesenschritten), as the article con-
tends, then it is absurd to speak of the
maintenance of the proletarian dictatorship,
even if it has lasted as a survival up to
this day. Fortunately, however, the pre-
sentatation of the Soviet bourgeoisie as the
economically stronger class is nothing but
a phantom.

Urbahns will reply to us that the art-
icle refers not only to the Russian but to
the international bourgeoisie. That does
not improve the matter at all. The inter-
national bourgeoisie is economically incom-
parably stronger than the Soviet state—that
is incontestable. That is why the theory of
socialism in one country Is a vulgar, nat-
ional-reformist utopia. But we pose the
question quite differently. The role of the
world proletariat in production and politics
constitutes one of tha most Important fac-
tors in the relation of forces. The struggle
develops on a world scale and it is in this
struggle that the fate of the October Revo-
lution is decided. Do the ultra-Leftists think
this struggle is hopeless? Let them say so!
The extent to which the relation of forces
in the world will change depends, to a cer-
tain degree, upon us also. By declaring,
openly or covertly, that present-day Soviet
Russia is a bourgeois state, and refusing,
entirely or three-quarters, to support It
against world imperialism, the ultra-Left-
ists bring grist to the mill of the bourgeoi-
sie.

What distinguishes the Soviet Repub-
lic of Stalin from that of Lenin Is nether
a bourgeois power nor a power above classes
but the elements of dual power. The anal-
ysis of the situation was long ago pre-
sented by the Russian Opposition. By its
policy, the Centrist power has given tre-
mendous aid to the bourgeoisie to define
itself and create the unofficial levers of

its power, its channels of influence. But as
in every serious class struggle, the dispute
is over the ownership of the means of pro-
duction. Has this problem already been
settled in favor of the bourgeoisie? To
make such contentions, one must either
have lost his head entirely or never have
had one. The ultra-Leftists simply "ab-
stract" the social-economic content of the
revolution. They are absorbed with the
shell and ignore the kernel. Of course, if
the shell is damaged, and it is, the kernel
is also threatened. The whole activity of
the Opposition is imbued with this idea.
But between this and closing one's eyes
to the social-economic kernel of the Soviet
republic, there is a deep abyss. The most
important means of production that were
conquered by the proletariat on November
7, 1917, still remain in the hands of the
workers' state. Ultra-Leftists, this must
not be forgotten!

What Would the Policy Have to
Be if Thermidor Were Now
Accomplished?

If Thermidor is accomplished, If the
bourgeoisie is already the "economically
stronger class", it means that economic
development has finally been switched
from the socialist to the capitalist rails.
But then one must have the courage to
draw the corresponding tactical conclu-
sions.

What significance can restrictive laws
against land leasing, hiring cf labor, etc.,
have if economic development in its entirety
is on the path, of capitalism? These restric-
tions are only a petty bourgeois, reaction-
ary utopia, an absurd hindrance to the
development of productive forces. A Marx-
ist must call things by their name and
recognize the necessity of an abolition of
reactionary restrictions.

What significance has the monopoly
of foreign trade from the viewpoint of cap-
italist development? A purely reactionary
one. It hampers the free influx of goods
and capital and prevents Russia froir. be-
coming a part of the system of blood cir-
culation of world economy. A Marxist must
recognize the necessity of abolishing the
monopoly of foreign trade.

The same can be said of the method
of planned economy in general. They have
the right of existence only from the stand-
point of a socialist perspective.

The Russian Opposition, however, de-
manded and still demands more systematic
restrictive measures against capitalist en-
richment; it wants the maintenance and
strengthening of the foreign trade monop-
oly and the greatest possible development of
planned economy. This economic platform
has a sense only in connection with the
struggle against the degeneration of the
party and other organizations of the prolet-
ariat. But it is enough to assume that
Thermidor is accomplished for the very
bases of the Opposition to become nonsense.
Urbahns is silent on all this. He does not
reckon for a moment with the interdepen-
dence of the essential elements of the prob-
lem. But for that he consoles himself and
others by declaring that he is not in "one
hundred percent" agreement with the Rus-
sian Opposition. A poor consolation!

For Proletarian or for Bourgeois
Democracy?

If Urbahns and his partisans do not
draw all the conclusions from the "accom-
plished" Thermidor, they do draw some of
them. We have already read above that
they believe the Russian proletariat must
reconquer "all liberties". But here also,
the ultra-Leftists stop Irresolutely before
the threshhold. They do not explain what
liberties are'involved and in general, they
touch upon the theme only in passing. Why?

In the struggle against Stalinist bur-
eaucratism which reflects and facilitates
the pressure of the enemy classes, the
Russian Opposition demands democracy in
the party, trade unions and the Soviets on
a proletarian basis. It mercilessly exposes
the execrable falsification »f democracy
which, under the name of "self-criticism",
cbrrodes and decays the very bases of the
revolutionary consciousness of the prolet-
arian vanguard. But for the Opposition,
the struggle for party democracy has a
meaning only on the basis of a recognition-
of the proletarian dictatorship. It would
be Don Quixoterle, not to say idiocy, to

fight for democracy in a party that is
realizing the power of an enemy class.
In such a case, one could speak not of a
class democracy in the party and the Sov-
iets, but of "general" (that is, bourgeois)
democracy in the country — against the rul-
ing party and its dictatorship. The Men-
sheviks have repeatedly accused the Oppo-
sition of "not going far enough", because
it does not demand democracy in the coun-
try. But the Mensheviks and we stand on
different sides of the barricade, and at the
present time — in view of the Thermidorian'
danger- — more irreconciliable and hostile
than ever. We are fighting for proletarian
democracy in order to protect the land of
the October revolution from the "liberties"
of bourgeois democracy, that is, from cap-
italism.

It is only from this point of view that
the question of the secret ballot should be
considered. This demand of the Russian
Opposition has as its aim to give the prolet-
arian nucleus the possibility of gaining
prevalence first in the party and then in the
trade unions, so as, with the aid of these
two levers to to insure its class position
in the Soviets. Comrade Urbahns and & few
of his closest partisans, however, sought to
interpret the demand of the Opposition,
which remains entirely within the frame-
work of the dictatorship regime, as a gen-
eral democratic slogan. A monstrous error!
These two positions have nothing in com-
mon with each other and are mortally
counter-posed.

Speaking indefinitely of "liberties" in
general, Urbahns called one of these lib-
erties by name, and it was freedom of or.
ganization. In the opinion of the ultra-
Left, the Soviet proletariat must win "free-
dom of organization". It is incontestable
that Stalinist bureaucratism holds the trade
unions by the throat, now — with the zig-
zag to the Left — more firmly than ever.
That the trade union organizations must
have the possibility to defend the interests
of the workers against the growing -adul-
terations of the regime of the dictatorship,
this the Opposition long ago declared both
in words and deeds. But one must take
into exact account the aims and methods
of struggle against the Centrist bureauc-
racy. It is not a Question here of conquer-
ing the "freedom of organization" against
a hostile class state, but of the struggle
for such a regime under which the trade
unions — inside the framework of the dictat-
orship — will enjoy the necessary freedom
to improve in words and deeds, their own
state. In other words, it is a matter of
the "liberty" enjoyed for example, by the
powerful alliances of industrialists and
agrarians in their capitalist state, upon
which they exert pressure with all means,
and, as is known, not without success; but
it is not at all a matter of "liberty" that
the proletarian organizations have or strive
to get in the bourgeois state. That is far
from the same thing!

Freedom of organization signifies the
"freedom" (we know which) to carry on
the class struggle in a society whose econ-
omy is founded upon capitalist anarchy,
while its politics are squeezed into the
framework of socalled democracy. Social-
ism, on the other hand, is not only incon-
ceivable without a planned economy in the
narrow sense of the word but also without
the systemizing of all social relations.
One of the most important elements ot
socialist economy is the regulation of wages,
and in general, the relations of the worker
to production and the state. The role that
must be played by the trade unions in
this regulation we have pointed out above.
But thio role has nothing in common with
the role of the trade unions in the bour-
geois states, where the "freedom of organ-
ization" is not only a reflection but also
an active element of ^capitalist anarchy.
It is enough to recall the economic role of
the strike of the English coal miners in
1926. It is not for nothing that the capit-
alists, together with the reformists, are now
carrying on a desperate and hopeless
struggle for industrial peacs.

To Be continued

DETROIT- (FP) — Two women charged
with accosting in the court of Judge Frank
Murphy laid their condition to unemploy-
ment. One was the mother of four child-
ren; the only way in which she could get
food and clothing for the little ones was to
sell her body. The other was an unem-
ployed waitress.
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The Split Danger in the
French C G. T. U.

The battle that took place at the last
congress of the C. G. T. U.* involved an
inevitable sequel. Only a few weeks have
passed and already it is clear what it must
end in. In the Parisian trade unions, the
struggle between the minoritnires and
majoritaires is intense, the latter contest-
ing the most certain votes, demanding ex-
traordinary conventions, and when they
are defeated, sounding the call for fac-
tions—but without much success. The tur-
moil is complete and the restlessness lively.
The struggle is taking place between the
most active and earnest elements; most
frequently it passes above the masses of
trade unionists who stay at home dis-
couraged. What will happen in January
when union cards are renewed? How many
will remain members of the C. G. T. U.?

The splits is in the air. At first it was
merely talked about. Now it is beginning
to enter into reality. A few isolated cases.
But that is how things begin. One has
never seen trade union splitters saying
frankly that they want the split—except
for a few ultra-Leftists who understand no-
thing of the trade union movement and
imagine that it is easy to create new trade
unions and. even a new confederation. The
tactic of the majoritaires is everywhere the
same: it consists primarily in maneuvering
adroitly so as to throw the responsibility
for the split back upon the minoritaires.
French experience is quite recent and it
must look back upon it at the moment
when history seems compelled to begin
all over again.

Jouhaux never declared openly that the
split was necessary and that he was going
to carry it out. Quite the contrary. He
did not cease repeating that it was Mos-
cow that wanted it, even when he capped
his maneuver by having the first expulsions
executed. He did not precipitate the oper-
ation until the minority became so strong
that the normal course of trade union de-
mocracy would have sufficed to drive him
from leadership.

He had no lack of advisors—strange
to the trade union movement—to push him
onto the road of split. They even found
that he was delaying too long and sermon-
ized him publicly, asking whether he
would foolishly allow the leadership to be
taken away from him.

The leaders of the C. G. T; U. are in a
similar position. Even though the votes
of the confederal congress appear to leave
them a wide margin and consequently per-
mit them to wait not to press events need-
lessly they know well enough that this po-
sition is insecure and may change very
rapidly. In the present organization, they
no longer have a solid basis. They know
that there are still many "panic-mongers"
among those who voted for them at the
congress and that as a result they run the
risk of seeing their majority give away
abruptly. The trade unions are not the
party—something they have cdmpletely for-
gotten—and a leadership that practises a
supposedly revolutionary gymnastic which
is only incoherence, stupidity and incompe-
tence, cannot be imposed from above for
long, for each trade unionist measures the
consequences of it. A Communist nucleus
can be a fiction and exist only on paper—
there are more than one of them—but in
a trade union there must be members, and
when it is- deprived of them, it is not easy
to rebuild it.

Besides, the Confederation leaders have
seen what happened in Czecho-Slovakia
not so long ago, where, all of a sudden, the
minority found itself the majority and turn-
ed the leadership out of doors.

Also, events are proceeding with an
accfelerated rhythm. Where three years
were necessarily in Jouhaux's time, not even
three months are needed now. The Con-
federal congress was held the middle of
September. At the beginning of December,
the decisive move is already begun. There
are sharp conflicts, actual splits. At Tour-

^Confederation Generate flu Travail, the
Left Wing trade union federation under
leadership and control of the .Communist
Part}', against whose mechanical, arbitrary
?nd erroneous policies a growing minori-
ty has rebelled—Ed.

coing, two unions are cut off from their
federations which have established new
organizations against them. It is around
them that the struggle will be concen-
trated.

From the day after the confederal con-
gress, we pointed out the Intention of the
confederal leadership to split. Comrades
reproached us for It. They did not believe
it themselves and told us: "Why speak so
soon about a split?" Experience shows
how difficult li is to defend oneself in such
a case and how the majority triumphs pre-
cisely because it alone knows well what it
wants, because it takes the offensive and
systematically conducts th« fight to attain
its aim. By constant provocation it seeks
to drive the minoritaires into blind alleys,
it pusnes them to commit mistakes which
it thereupon does not fail to exploit to the
full.

The defence against the trade union
directing center's intention to split demands
above all an exact policy which alone
makes it possible to pursue the battle as
a whole. It is possible that for some trade
unions life is possible, for a time, only
in autonomy. The minority must be able
to judge. It must be able to decide the
necessary retreats, to give up, for ex-
ample, trade union leadership, when the
forces are substantially equal and there
are always a thousand ways to contest a
vote, rather than to sanction a partial split.
We know what weight the position of the
railwaymen had at the time of the time
of the first split; the break among them was
made precisely under these conditions. But
all this is impossible unless the minority
is given a solid basis at the outset.

We are convinced that the minority has
weakened itself by the position it has tak-
en; it has shown itself primarily anxious
about numbers, as was demonstrated by
its publicly affirmed solidarity with the
"six" municipal councillors of Paris*, ,a
strange political action on the part of men
who make use of the name of revolution-
ary syndicalism. But whatever may be the
mistakes committed by the minority and
those it will be led to commit tomorrow
it would none the less hold true that the re-
sponsibility for the split would devolve en-
tirely upon the confederal leadership and
that it would be the result of the incoher-
ent and pernicious policy of the last few
years. That there should bo "Right wing-
ers" in a trade union organization, even of
the type of the C. G. T. U., is inevitable;
a trade union is not the party and even the
Communist parties find it hard enough
to eliminate their Right wingers. The
right policy for the C. G. T. U. consists
precisely in educating and winning progres-
sively the timorous and too-prudent ele-
ments, and to increaae constantly the num-
ber of trade unionists fully conscious of
the revolutionary task they must accom-
plish. Its present leaders have believed
that they can lead the trade unions as
they lead the party. The resistance did
not take long in making itself felt, and In
order to save themselves, they now want
to break up the C. G. T. U. But that is
what they must be prevented from doing.

—A. ROSMER.
Paris, December 13, 1929.

<I>

New Turn in German Trade

Union Tactics
The convention of the revolutionary

trade union opposition met in Berlin on
November 30 and December 1.

This convention, which the German
Communist Party prepared for many
months, had at ths beginning, a very spe-
cific aim. It was that of creating in Ger-
many a sort of minority movement in the
trade anions, of reuniting into a red bloc
the opposition existing in the various or-
ganizations and thus to establish the first
coEJHioa for tae creation «t new trade
unions in Germany.

But in the course of tlie preparations

'Leaders of the French Right wing,
led by Louis Sellier, who recently quit the
Communist Party and ranks of Commun-
ism.—Ed.

for the convention, a series of experiences
showed the German C. P. the contrast that
existed between its theses on "the radicali-
zation of the masses" and the reality.

A series of strikes led by the party and
the revolutionary trade union opposition
remained isolated and were concluded with
heavy defeats. The hope of arousing a
chain of solidarity strikes by simply start-
ing strikes at certain points, collapsed la-
mentably, and had to collapse because—
without even considering all the tactical
errors committed—the radicaiization had
not attained, in the German proletariat, the
degree that presupposes the leadership of
the party.

The leadership was incapable of draw-
ing this lesson from the experiences of
recent months but it nevertheless had to
recognize that experiences such as that of the
pipe-layers do not strengthen the influ-
ence of the party on the masses, but on
the contrary reduce this influence substan-
tially. It should then have had to adopt a dif-
ferent policy at the convention of the revo-
lutionary trade union opposition, wUich
ought to be the beginning of the elimina-
tion of new organizations; but the leader-
ship maintained its estimate of the sit-
uation and its false evaluation of the pro-
cesses of regroupment in the masses; in
this way it only increased the prevailing
confusion.

There were 1122 delegates at the con-
vention, of whom 27 were from enterprises
employing from three to ten thousand work-
ers, and 25 delegates from big factories of
more than ten thousand workers. But the
great majority of the delegates had not
been elected by genuine workers' meetings
but merely chosen in small meetings of the
opposition where, in most of the instances,
only a fraction of the workers in the fac-
tory were present. It is therefore a great
exaggeration to say that these delegates re-
presented two million workers.

Nevertheless, the convention although
entirely dominated by the party, could have
marked the beginning of a broad front of
proletarian defense against the serious of-
fensive of capital, on the condition that
the situation were correctly estimated.
The principal report was made by the fam-
ous trade union strategist, Marker, mem-
ber of the Central Committee of the C. P.
G. He duly outlined the progress of ra-
tionalization, the brutal offensive of the
bosses but he had nothing to say of "the
revolutionary wave", of the powerful pro-
letarian counter-offensive, of the "storm-
ing battles" of the working class that the
Wedding Congress of the Party still an-
nounced in June. The delegates had still
less to say about it. Their speeches indi-
cated a profound fury against the reform-
ists, the terrible consequences of the bru-
tal employers' dictatorship, they showed
everything save the impetuous drive of the
masses of which the leadership of the par-
ty speaks dally.

The attitude of the English delegate
representing the Red International of Lab-
or Unions who, at the beginning
of the congresss was not yet
acquainted with tha tactical reversal,
proved very well how surprising was the
sharp turn and consequently, how discon-
certing; the new zig-zag of the Executive
Committee of the Communist International
came so brusquely as to thwart the plans of
Losovsky who had first intended to come
to the convention himself. Under these
conditions, the tarn that has just been
acknowledged was net a renunciation of
the false tactic of the C. I. and of the C. C.
of the German Party. Added to the wrong
esim&te of th« situation, which is not aban-
doned, pinned on a system of erroneous
methods that prevent the mobilization of
the masses, this reversal leaves the door
open to any kind of an interpretation and
to all adventurist and opportunist digres-
sions.
Berlin, December, 1929

—KURT LANDAU
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The 11th Congress of the

British Communist Party
The British Communist Party held its

XI Congress at Leeds. One might think
that the debate would be rather animated,
in view of the incidents that preceded its
convocation. But there was nothing of
the sort. It is true that the most import-
ant things took place behind the scenes
and that the public part of the congress
was very limited. The Right was of course
denounced, but the Right wingers were
not named. It is a peculiarity of the En-
glish party. The Right is always spoken
of there as an abstraction; no one knows
or rather no one wishes to say who repre-
sents it.

The chiefs of the party, who did not
have a brilliant acounting to present, rec-
ognized their mistakes and delivered
speeches in conformity with the orthodoxy
of the day. Pollitt, who remains nation-
al enough, did not announce that England
is at present before an immediately revo-
lutionary situation; after having discoursed
on the first, the second and the third
period, he finished his speech as follows:
"If we are asked whether this country must
follow the example of Russia, we will re-
ply without hesitation: Yes! It is only
by the social revolution and armed in-
surrection that the workers can secure
power,"

The little palace revolutions that had
agitated the summits of the party for the
last^few months were terminated by the
return of Gallacher to the political bureau
where he will again find Campbell, Hor-
ner, Pollitti Bell and Cox who bad kicksd
him out.

It is not. of course, the kind of a con-
gress that could give the party a new
spirit, and it is very significant to note
that in a situation as favorable as the
present—as a result of the general discon-
tent provoked among the workers by thA
policy o£ the Laborite government—it does
not succeed in growing. Even the bour-
geois journals are not sparing in their
raillery towrds the British party and even
the Communist International. One of them
under the title "A Starving Credo", writes:

"Three years ago the British Com-
munist Party boasted of having more than
10,000 members. It no longer has even a
quarter of them today, and what remains
is rent by internal dissension, personal
and political. The final disaster, over
which there was so much lament at Leeds,
coincided with the new policy imposed by
Moscow ... It is really time that the Com-
munist International stopped discoursing
and discussing on the decline of capitalism
and took note of the fact that what is real-
ly declining in the world is Communism.

These journals are burying Commun«
ism too soon. But it Is certain that the in«
coherent policy of the Communist Inter-
national has been disastrous to it. Now
it discovers that what is needed is a daily
paper. When one knows what an enorm-
ous enterprise a daily paper is here, the
huge sums it requires, one is stupefied by
this new folly. What is needed to bring the
party out of its atrophy, is a deepgoing exam-
ination of the situation an'd the policy fol-
lowed since 1925. But such an examination
would show that if the British Commun-
ists have made mistakes, the ones princi-
pally responsible are not they but the
leaders of the Communist International,
and naturally this will not be done.

At a by-election held in Scotland, th»
Communists presented a candidate, Isobel
Brown, who received 1,448 votes, the elect-
ed Laborite having 18,465 and the conser-
vative 13,270. The figure of the Commun-
ist vote is relatively respectable if one con-
siders that it was the first time the Com-'
munists faced the struggle in this district
However, it should be remembered that
Scotland is now the "reddest" part of the
United Kingdom and that in the other dis-
tricts the Communist candidates in the
general elections received far from similar
votes. Nevertheless, the deposit of 150
pounds sterling (about $730.00) was lost,
the number of Communist voters being less
than one-eighth of the votes cast. The new1

electoral tactic, which should be studied
as a whole, thus remains pretty expensive.

—S< B.
London, December 10, 1929.
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Austrian Crisis and Communism
Continued from Last Issue

Facsism is the second proxy of the
bourgeoisie. Like the social democracy,
and on an even greater scale, fascism has
its own army, its interests and Us logic o£
movement. We know that in Italy, fascism
in order to save and strengthen bourgeois
society, was compelled to be violently an-
tagonistic not only to the social democracy
but also to the traditional parties of the
bourgeoisie. The same can be observed in
Poland too. It should not be imagined that
all the political organs of the bourgeoisie
act in perfect harmony. Fortunately, it is
not so. Economic anarchy is supplemented
by political anarchy. Fascism, fed by the
social democracy, is compelled to split the
latter's skull in order to get to power.
The Austrian social democracy does all It
can to facilitate this surgical operation for
fascism.

It is hard to imagine more concen-
trated nonsense than the reasoning of Otto
Bauer which consists in saying that vio-
lence is admisable only for the defense of
existing democracy. If this reasoning Is
translated into the language of the classes,
it means: Violence is permitted to guaran-
tee the Interests of the bourgeoisie organ-
ized as a state, but it is inadmissible for
the establishment of a proletarian state.

Bauer's Jnridicial Formula
A juridical formula is appended to this

theory. Bauer chews over again the old
formulae of Lassalle on law and revolution.
But Lassalle spoke before a court. There
his arguments were in place. The attempt
to transform a juridical duel with the
state attorney Into a-philosophy of histori-
cal evolution is nothing but the subterfuge
of cowardice. According to Bauer, the
application of violence is permissible only
as ft reply to an already accomplished
coup d'Etat, when the foundations of "law"
have already disappeared, but it Is inadmis-
sible twenty-four hours before, when it
is a matter of preventing the coup. Along
this conception, Bauer traces the line of
demarcation between Austro-Marxisra and
Bolshevism as if it were a question of two
schools of criminal law. In reality, the dif-
ference lies in the fact that Bolshevism
strives to overthrow the domination of
the bourgeoisie while social democracy
strives to eternalize it. There can be no
doubt that if a coup d'Etat were carried
through, Bauer would declare: If we did
ntrt call upon the workers, when we had
powerful organizations, a legal press, for-
ty-three percent of the deputies, the Vien-
na municipality, to rise against the fas-
cists who formed anti-constitutional bands
attacking law and order, then at the pres-
ent time, when the fascists have the state
apparatus and base themselves upon a new
law created by them, when we are deprived
of everything, made outlaws, when we hav
no legal connections with the masses who
are, moreover, manifestly disillusioned, op-
pressed and are passing over to fascism
in increasing numbers—the proposal for an
armed insurrection at the present time
under such circumstances could be made
only by adventurists or Bolsheviks. By
turning their philosophy around 180 de-
grees in this manner, the Austro-Marxista
remain entirely true to themselves.

The slogan of d«mesH« di»armame«t
surpasses by Its reactionary baseness
everything that we have heard up to now
about the social democracy. These gentle-
men beg the workers to disarm in face of
the armed bourgeois state. The fascist
bands are after all only auxiliary detach-
ments of the bourgeoisie; dissolved today;
they can be called to life again at any
moment and armed twice as strongly as at
present. As for the workers, no one will
give them arms if the social democracy
disarms them with the hands of the bour-
geois state. The social democracy natural-
ly fears the arms of the fascists. But far
more does it fear the arms in the hands
of the workers. Today, the bourgeoisie la
still afraid of a civil war: first, because it
is not yet certain how it will turn out, and
second, because it wants no economic con-
vulsions. The disarmament of the workers
insures the bourgeoisie against civil war
and consequently raises the chances of a
fascist coup d'Etat to the maximum.

The demands for the domestic disar-
mament of Austria is a demand of the En-
tente countries, of France in the firirt
place, and England in the second. The
semi-official French journal, Le Temps, ex-
plains severely to Schober that domestic
disarmament is necessary in the interest*
of external peace as well as in the inter-
ests of private property. In his speech in

By L. D. Trotsky
the House of Commons, Henderson de-
veloped the same theme. In defending the
Austrian democracy, Henderson defended
the treaties of Versailles and Saint-Germain
Here as in important questions generally,
the Austrian social democracy is only the
transmitting apparatus of the bourgeoisie
of the victorious countries.

The social democracy is incapable o!
taking power and it does not want to take
it. The bourgeoisie finds, however, that
the disciplined organization of the work-
ers by the social democracy, involves it in
too much of an expense. The bourgeoisie
as a whole needs fascism to hold the so-
cial democracy in check, and when neces-
sary, to throw it on the scrap heap. Fas-
cism wants to take power and is capable
of seizing it. As soon as it seizes power,
it will put it completely at the disposal of
finance capital. But that is the road of
social convulsions; it also Involves a great
expense. That Is what explains the hesi-
tations of the bourgeoisie, the Internal
struggle of its various social layers, and
determines its most probable policy in the
next period: -with the aid of fascism to
compel the social democracy to help the
bourgeoisie reorganize the constitution In
such a way as to combine the advantages
of democracy and fascism,— of fascism for
its essense and of democracy for its form—
with the avoidance of the expenses for
democratic reforms and, if possible, the
expense of a fascist coup d'Etat. ..

Will the bourgeoisie succeed In this
way? To the very end and for a long time,
it cannot succeed. In other words: the
bourgeoisie cannot create such a regime as
will permit it to base itself peacefully upon
the workers as well as upon the ruined pet-
ty bourgeoisie, without being involved in
expenditures either for social reforms or
the convulsions of civil war. The antagon-
isms are too great, they must find a way
out either in one direction or another.

Austrian "Democracy" Condemned

In one way or another—the Austrian
"democracy" Is condemned. After the last
attack of apoplexy, It can of course still

recover and live on for a while its feet
dragging behind it and its tongue bare-
ly mumbling. It is possible that a sec-
ond attack will be necessary to put an end
to it. But its fate is decided in advance.

Austro-Marxlsm is entering a period
of expiation for its political sins. The so-
cial democracy that saved the bourgeoisie
from Bolshevism is now facilitating the
saving of the bourgeoisie from the social
democracy Itself. It would be absurd to
close one's eyes to the fact that the victory
of fascism would involve not only the phy-
sical extermination of the handful of Com-
mnnists, but also the pitiless crushing of
all the organizations and all the points of
support of the social democracy. In this
regard, as in many others, the social demo-
cracy only reproduces the history of liber-
eralism, whose belated child it is. More
than once did the liberals help feudal reac-
tion triumph over the popular masses only
to be liquidated in turn by the reaction.

* * #
History has, so to speak, set Itself

a special task: to refute, in the crassest
form, the prognoses and directives of the
Comintern since 1923. That is how it was
with the evaluation of the revolutionary
situation in Germany in 1923; with the
evaluation of the world role of America and
the Anglo-American antagonism; with the
course set for a revolutionary wave in
1924-25; with the estimation of the driving
forces and the perspectives of the Chinese
revolution (1925-27); with the estimation
of British trade unionism (1925-27); with
Industrialization and the Kulak in the
U. S. S. R., and so on without end. The
same thing is happening now with the
estimation of the "third period" and social-
fascism. Molotov discovered that "France
is in the first ranks of the revolutionary
wave." While in reality, the revolutionary
situation is at hand in Austria, where—
and this is the most significant part of it
—the point of departure of possible revo-
lutionary development is not constituted
by the struggle of Communism with "so-
cial fascism," but of the clash of the so-
cial democracy with fascism. In the face
of this compact, the unfortunate Austrian
Communist Party has landed completely in
a blind alley.

Yes, the collision between the social
democracy and fascism is now the most
Important fact in Austrian politics. The so-
cial democracy takes one atc.n hopVnro,.*

after another, makes one concession after
the other, crawls on its belly supplicates,
and surrenders one position after the other.
But the clash has a real character, it is
a question of the head of the social demo-
cracy. A further advance of ths faae.s'to
can—must—push the workers and even a
part of the social democratic apparatus
far behind the limits marked out in ad-
vance by Seitz, Otto Bauer and others. Just
as revolutionary situations developed more
than once out of the conflict between liber-
alism and the monarchy, -which later weat
over the heads of both opponents, so a
revolutionary situation can develop out cJ
the clash between the social democracy and
fascism—two antagonistic proxies of tfce
bourgeoisie—which will pass over the
heads of both of them.

The proletariaa revolutionist would be
worthless if he did not understand, in the
epoch of the bourgeois revolution, how to
estimate the conflict betwen the liberals
and the monarchy, and instead of utilizing
the struggle in a revolutionary manner,
throw the two opponents into one pot. The
Communist Is net worth a copper who, in
face of the collisions between Fascism and
the social democracy, shouts down this
conflict with the naked formula of social
fascism, which has no content at all.

Sunh a position—the policy of a shout-
Ing and empty Leftism—closes the road
for the Communist party to the social de-
mocratic workers in advance and gives
rich nourishment to the Right wingers in
the Communist camp. One of the reasons
for the strengthening of the Right wing
is that in its criticism It touches the open
aad indubitable wounds of official Commu-
nism. Weak as the party is In making its
way to the social democratic workers, just
so is the Right opposition strong in mak-
ing its way to the social democratic appara-
tus.

The ignoring or incomprehension of
the order of revolutionary crisis, political
minimalism, the perspectives of eternal
preparations—these are the principal
features of the policy of the Right wing.
They make themselves felt most strongly
when the leadership of the Comintern seeks
to create a revolutionary situation artifi-
cially in an administrative manner. In
such cases ,the criticism of the Right wing
has something convincing in it. But it
has nothing in common with revolutionary
strategy. The Right wing supported the
opportunist policy in the most revolution-
ary moments (Germany, China, England).
They improve their reputation with the
criticism of bureaucratic adventurism, so
as later to play over again the role of a
brake at the decisive moment.

What Is Social-Fascism 2

The policy of the Centrists not only
nourishes the Right wing but brings grist
to the mill of the Austro-Marxists. Noth-
ing can save the Austrian social democracy
In the next period—nothing but the wrong
policy of official Communism.

What does "social fascism" really
mean? No matter how shrewd the honest
"theoreticians" make themselves look,
they can reply to this question with noth-
ing but the statement that the social demo-
cracy is ready to defend the foundations of
the bourgeois regime and its own positions
in the bourgeois regime with the aid of
armed power against the workers. But
isn't this the general characteristic of

all "democratic" parties without exception?
Did not Kerensky and Tseretelli smash the
peasants and the workers in the honey-
moon days of the democratic revolution?
Did not the French Radicals employ armed
might against strikers before and after
the war? Is not the history of the rule of
the republican and democratc parties in
the United States at the same time the
history of sanguinary clashes with strik-
ers? If all this is fascism, then the hist-
ory of class society is the history of fas-
cism; then there are as many fascisms in the
world as there are bourgeois parties: lib-
eral fascists, radical fascists, national-fas-
cists, etc., etc. Then what meaning is there
in the appelation? None at all. It is only
a noisy symptom for class violence.

In August 1914, we named democratic
socialism—social imperialism. With this
we said that the social democracy is a
special kind of imperialism adapted to the
working class. Imperialism unites the so-
cial democracy with all the parties of the
bourgeoisie without exception. "Socialism"
distinguishes it from these parties. So-
cial-imperialism defines it as a whole.

But socialism, unless, one wishas to

play a senseless game with word's, is nc
the general characteristic of bourgeois pi,
ties, but constitutes a specific bourgeois
party, which has specific conditions and
tasks that are opposed to the other bour-
geois parties.

One can answer to this that the hos-
tility of the bourgeois parties among them-
selves is only relative. That is not only
correct, but it is a truism which does not,
however bring us one step forward^. The
fact that all the bourgeois parties, t'- i
fascism to tho social democracy, piit t- 3
defense of the bourgeois rule above their
programmatic differences, eliminates nei-
ther the differences between these parties,
their struggle among themselves, nor our
duty to utilize this struggle.

The Austrian social democracy, more
than any party in the Second International,
is Intertwined with the working class.
For this reason alone, the development of
the revolutionary crisis in the country pre-
supposes a series of deep-going internal
crises in the social democracy. In Austria
especially, where the differentiation is be-
lated, it is not out of the question that an
"independent" party should split off from
the official party and at one blow, as was
the case in Germany, make it possible to
give the Communist Party a mass found-
ation. This is no absolute road, but, ac-
cording to circumstances, quite possible.
The perspective of a possible split of tha
social democracy under the pressure of the
revolutionary crisis can in no case lead to
a more moderate attitude of the Communist
Party to the future "Independents" or the
candidiates for the "Independents". The
need for implacable exposure of tho Left
of the Max Adler type or of a newer type
requires no demonstration. But it would
be wrong if, in the course of the struggle
against Fascism, one did not see the need
for an approach of the Communist Party
to the broad masses of the social demo-
cratic \vorkers who still feel themselves to
be social democrats and count themselves
as such. It is the direct duty of the Com-
munist Party to criticise the bourgeois
character of the social democracy to thesa
workers, to show them that to make tha
policy of the social democrats equivalent
to that of fascism when the social demo-
cratic workers mortally hate fascism and
their leaders fear it just as mortally, means
to act in contradiction to real political
relations, means to infuse these masses
with distrust to Communism, means to
strengthen the union of these workers with
their leaders.

The Danger in the Stalinist Theory
It is not difficult to foresee that the

throwing of the social democracy and fas-
cism into one pot brings forward the dan-
ger of idealizing the Left social democ-
racy, when the latter comes to a serious
clash with fascism. That has already been
demonstrated by experiences in history.
It must be remembered that the equliza-
tion of social democracy and fascism, pro-
claimed for the first time by the luckless
Fifth Congress, found its necessary anti-
thesis in the capitulation before Purcell,
before Pilsudski, before Chiang Kai-Shek,
before Raditch and before LaFollette. That
is entirely logitin ato Whoever makes the
extreme Left of bourgeois society equal to
its extreme Right, that is, Austro-Marxism
and Fascism, is inevitably preparing the
capitulation of the Communist Party be-
fore the Left social democracy in the crit-
ical moment*.

This question is very closely connected
with the slogans in perspective for the
Austrian working class: Soviets of depu-
ties and dictatorship of the proletariat.
Generally speaking, these two slogans are
closely connected with each other. The
formation of Soviets is conceivable only
under the conditions of a revolutionary
situation an aroused movement of the
masses, under the condition of a great and
growing role of the Communist Party, that
is, under the conditions that precede or
accompany the conquest of power by the
proletariat.

But in Austria, more than in any other
country, there is an open possibility that
the slogan of Soviets will not coincide
with the slogan of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, yes, will .even stand directly
opposed to it, that is, by the transformation
of the Soviets into a weapon against the
dictatorship of the proletariat. It is all
the more important to understand and fore-
see this because of the fact that the epi-
gones (Zinoviev, Stalin and others) have
made a' vulgar fetich of the slogan o*
Soviets, in which they substituted the- or-

*I cannot dwell at length on this ques-
tion, especially since it is discussed in
sufficient detail in my "Criticism of the
Draft Program of the Comintern".

Continued on Next
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Church Reports Marion Hell
But All that Preachers Offer Are Empty Promises and Pious Prayers

NEW YORK-(PP)—The department of
research and education of the Federal Coun-
cil of Churches starts the New Year with
an extensive report on the strikes at Mar-
ion, N. C. which in the main upholds union
contentions. For background a survey of
the economic status of the industry is
added.

Statements of Pres. R. W. Baldwin o£
the Marion mill and Pres. Mabry Hart of
the Clinchfield mill regarding hours and
wages the Federal Council investigator found
to be at odds with the story told by strikers
themselves. Against the mill owners' claim
"hat the state 60-hour law was observed,
i was found that many worked up to 67

jours a week. Against the $14 average
wage said to exist in Marion, the investig-
ator discovered four workers getting more
and at least 15 less. Torn from the Federal
Council's report are these specimens:

Worked More Than 64 Hoars a Week

Woman, spooling room, worked 12 hours
a day , 64 1-2 hours a week, earning $7.50
a week.

Woman, spooling, worked 12 hours and
20 minutes a day, earned $8-$9 a week.

Man, spinnig room, worked 15 y^ars for
Marlon mill, earned $18 a week, 11 hours a
day.

Woman, weaver worked 7 years for
company, averaged $17.15 a week, worked
11 hours and 10 minutes a day.

Girl, 15, has worked one and a half
years, spinning room, averaged $5 a week—
made $6.50 one week, the highest she ever
made—worked 11 hours and 15 minutes a
day, said about 40 girls in her department,
on same hours, most of them 14 or 15 years
old. Her sister, working through the noon
hour, a 12 hour day, sometimes made $11.50

a week at the very highest.
Man, oiler, $11 a week. Man. sweeper,

$11 a week.
These workers told the churchman of

the "almost deafening noise of the looms,
the high temperature, the humidity, the
dust and lint in the air" as creating extreme
fatigue. In the Marion mill there was no
ventilating system, the workers were not
allowed to open the windows, no spittoons
were provided, toilets sometimes overflowed
and drinking water fountains were installed
in the toilets.

The Federal Council report deals fully
with the causes of the two strikes, the
events preceding the massacre of Oct. 2
and union activity. Passing to the relief
need, now being met by church bodies and
administered by the Quakers, the report
tells of this case:

Workers Shun Church

Mrs Her oldest son, 18 years old,
one of the strikers killed by the sheriff's
forces. Her husband died last year. Has
five children still living—boy, 16, girls 14,
9, 1, 3. Mrs herself has worked in
the East Marion mill for two yeara in the
spool room, averaging ebout $7 a week.
Hours 6 a. m. to 6 p. m. Question: Have
you any milk for the children? Answer: No,
we have to just give them anything we got
—sometimes some oatmeal, ocasionally a
little sugar—mostly just flour, pork and
lard. Asked county for school books for
two children as she could not buy them
County refused. So girls go to school with-
out books. 'Teacher keeps threatening to
whip them, If they don't bring books, and
that keeps the children all tore up, but I
just can't do anything about it." Mrs
said. "They say they're going to put us out

The Austrian Crisis and Communism
ganizational form for the class content.

It is by no means out of the question
that, if not in the present then in the sub-
sequent stages of the struggle, the Aus-
trian social democracy will see itself forced
to proclaim the general strike (as the
British General Council of Trade Unions
did in 1926) and even to sanction the cre-
ation of Soviets so that the leadership may.
remain all the more securely in its hands.
Naturally, this will be bound up with a
greater and lesser crisis in the party.
Friedrich Adler will have to be dragged
out of reserve, and others besides. Max
Adler, or some one even more to the "Left"
will again show that Soviets plus democ-
racy give the combined state and liberate
us from the necessity of seizing power
and the dictatorship. Not only the social
democratic workers, but also the worker-
Communists, who are accustomed to hear
day in and day out that the social democ-
racy and fascism are one and the same
thing, will be taken by surprise by such a
stage in the development of the struggle
between the social democracy and fascism.
And yet this stage would be more compli-
cated, a more integrated system of betrayal
of the interests of the proletariat by the
social democracy. For under the leader-
ship of the Austro-Marxists, the Soviets
would not only not be the organs of
struggle of the proletariat for power but
the instrument for holding the proletariat
back from an attempt at taking power.

In Germany, such an attempt, at least
on a broad scale, would be impossible be-
cause the Communist Party there presents
too great a force. But things are different
in Austria. In the case of a rapid unfold-
ing of events, the culminating point can
be reached long before the Communist Party
has awakened from its isolation and weak-
ness. The Soviets in the hands of the Aus-
tro-Marxlsts can prove to be a mechanism
that gives them the possibility of robbing
the workers of the revolutionary situation
for the second time, and thereby for the
second time saving bourgeois siciety, and
in this case, by the inevitable establish-
ment of open fascism. It is needless to say
that in such a case, the very ribs of the
social democracy would be broken under
the boots of fascism. Politics knows no
gratitude.

The slogans of Soviets and the dictat-
orship of the proletariat have a purely
propragandistic significance in Austria to
day. Not because Austria is so far re-
moved from a revolutionary situation but
because the bourgeois regime ia equipped

means—the social democracy. Contrary to
the babblers and phrase-mongers, the task
of the Communist Party in Austria does
not now consist in "arming"—with what?—
"the masses"—which?—"and leading them
to the final decisive struggle", but rather
in "patiently enlightening" (Leinin in Ap-
ril 1917!) the masses. The success of this
propragandistic work can be all the quicker
and more powerful the better the Com-
munist Party understands what is happen-
ing before its eyes.

Above all the stupid, empty, more than
audacious equalization of the social democ-
racy with fascism must be thrown into the
discard.

The experiences of 1918-19 and the role
of the social democracy in the Soviet sys-
tem must be recalled to the Austrian Com-
munists.

"Domestic disarmament" must be op-
posed by the slogan of arming the workers.
This slogan is now much more immediate
and important than the slogan of Soviets
and the dictatorship of the proletariat. Put
Bauer up as a fscist and the worker does
not understand it. But when hf> is tol •> that
Bauer wants to disarm the worker in the
end, and thereby deliver him to the fascists
—the worker will understand, for this cor-
responds to his political experience.

One must not believe that one can re-
place one's lack of strength by roaring,
howling and radical words. One must stop
fitting the real course of events into the
cheap schema of Stalin and Molotov. It
must be made clear that neither of them
understands anything. The first 3tep to-
ward a rebirth must ba the reestablishment
of the Left Opposition in the party. But in
Austria, as in other countries, a few sup-
plementary lessons of history are still
needed before the Communists find the
right road. It is the task of the Opposition
to prepare this transition. No matter how
weak in numbers the Left Opposition may
be in Austria, even in comparison with
the Communist Party, its functions are nev-
ertheless the same: Propaganda, patient
enlightment. There remains only the wish
that the Austrian Communist Opposition
will succeed, ia the next period, in issuing
a regularly published organ, if possible—>
a weekly paper, which will carry on the
propagandist work keeping pace with
events.

The publication of such an organ re-
quires great efforts. Bat it is a task that
cannot be postponed. That is why it must
be soJv<Kl.

of our houses and it's sort of worrisome
and I would like to get plans made for the
children." Mrs attended the Meth-
odist mill villaga c'uurch, but the pastor
"talked against the union since before tfce
strike. Said it was the wrong thing and
people ought not to join. Got so h/3
wouldn't speak to us union people. So no-
body goes to that church except a few non-
union people.

Pontiac Has «Novel»
Way to Cut Wages

PONTIAC, Mich.-(FP)—Workers in
Pontiac plants of the Fisher Body Co.,
General Motors subsidary, are getting a
free college course in political economy,
right on the job. They are learning how
GMC keeps its promise not to cut wages,
made to the nation through Pres. Hoover.

"Here's the way they work it", an ex-
perienced Fisher worker told Federated
Press. He has been employed by Fisher
Body for several years.

"Last year at this time I was doing
the same work 1 do now—stamping out
body panels on a punch press. Saturdays
we worked five hours. I put a new die in
my machine, got it adjusted and running
right—that took about 3 hours. In the
remaining 2 hours I would run out about
500 panels at 40 cents a hundred—that's $2.
I received that amount, plus 3 hours' day
work at 60 cents an hour for the time
spent in make ready—that's $3.60. For the
morining's work I got $5.60.

Ho Pay for Make Beady

"This year I go to work Saturadys on
the same job for the same five hours. I
spend 3 hours on make ready—work far
more difficult than the actual running. I
spend 2 hours running panels at 40 cents
an hour. But I am paid nothing for
for the three hous' make ready, and for
my morning work I just get the piece
rate for the panels—that's $2. So I aver-
age 40 cents an hour, or 20 cents an hour
less than my day rate.

"I put in a kick the other day, and the
boss says: 'Go on home if you don't like it;
there's thousands of men outside waiting
for your job.' If I go home that.means
out of Pontiac, as this town is owned by
General Motors.

Unemployment Raises
Mortgage Shut-downs

By Joseph Hotter
PHILADBLPHIA-(FP)—In this "city

of homes", foreclosures on workers' house
mortages have mounted to such an alar-
ming number that the real estate board
is appealing for a moratorium. Three
months after the mortage payment has be-
come overdue, the worker can expect the
sheriff at the door.

In 1920, 402,000 Philadelphians were
buying their homes, usually a section of
rooms in monotonous rows of tenements.
High rents were an incentive then to home-
owning. Now unemployment is forcing
home-buyers to lapse* on mortage payments.
Fore-closures in the last two years were:

1928 1929

February 627 1200
July 792 1150
October 989 1200
December 1041 1183

Lumber Camps Aren't
Hit by Prosperity

By Harold B, Johnson
IRONWOOD, Mich.,-(FP)—While Pres.

Hoover Is making "prosperity" appeals to
the big employers the lumber barons of
northern Michigan, Wisconsin and Minne-
sota are severely reducing the living stan-
dards of the woodsman.

In the Hines campo of Wisconsin, log-
gers were cut from a previous wage of
?40-$45 a month to $35-10 with another $5
cut promised after the first of the year.
The big Backus and Brooks firm (Intl.
Lumber Co. of Minnesota) was paying only
$35 a month for general woodsmen on Nov.
i and has since dropped them to $30. Oth-
er Minnesota outfits are paying $35-$40.
All wages include board and lodging, but
not compulsory hospital fees.

Michigan wages hav« not ret b«en
elaabed gwwrally from titteir $45-50 level

A Bit of Olgin's
Infamy

In the Jewish organ of the Communist
Party, the Freiheit of Saturday, January
4, 1930, we read a story which we transa-
late accurately word for word and reprint,
headline and content:

TROTSKY STILI HOPES FOEACZAB
IN BUSSIA

"In yesterday's 'Sun' there is
printed a special cable from Berlin
about an interview that the renowned
German writer Emil Ludwig, had with
Leon Trotsky on the island near Con-
stantinople where he is now located.

"According to the correspondent
of the 'Sun', Trotsky declared that
there is a possibility that a czar may
again rule in Russia. Only—even the
czar will not be able to wipe out the
gains of the revolution.

"Trotsky repeated his old argu-
ments that the Soviet Union is going
downhill and—he still hopes..."

It Is hardly necessary to say that a
reference to the dispatch in the New York
Sun (1-3-30), whatever may be the truth
or falsehood in what it says as a whole,
will show that it does not contain the
slightest word that might lead anyone with
half a good eye to write and publish the
headline over the reprint in the Freiheit.
It is a piece of knavishness, pure and simple,
fished out of the venomous sewers from
which come most of the stories against
Trotsky published in the Stalinist press.
Whoever may have been the pitiful scrib-
bler that headlined the Frellieit story, the
responsibility for it rests with the editor
of the paper, Moissaye Olgln. Like Minor, his
colleague in charge of the Daily Worker,
Olgin is experienced in the struggle against
Trotsky; he fought him and Lenin, both
before and after November 7, 1917. But at
that time he did it as the feature writer
of the Jewish Daily Forward. Then as
now there was no infamy too nauseating
for him, no falsehood too repulsive, and
the pits of his dishonesty were bottomless.
He learned 10 or 12 years ago, to grub
in the garbage of the bourgeois press for
some bit of filth to fling at Lenin, Trotsky
and the Bolshevik revolution from the col-
umns of the respectable "socialist" organ
of Abraham Cahan. He even reprinted and
commented favorably upon the calumnious
Sisson "documents" that "proved" Lenin
and Trotsky to be German spies in the pay
of the Kaiser.

Later Olgin changed from a "socialist"
to a "Communist" with the ease of the
man-about-town who changes linen for a
new social function, but his congenital
hatred of true Bolsheviks did not change.
It now has an opportunity for expression
in the attacks on Trotsky, which fall into
line with his pre-"Bolshevlzation" day at-
tacks. So little has changed! Trotsky re-
mains a Bolshevik; Olgin remains the poseur
and dilletante, the dandy who is the dar-
ling of Greenwhich Village salons and the
East Side cafes, the dabbler in Communist
politics who sniffs the Journalistic gutters
for filth to throw at Trotsky and the Bol-
shevik Opposition.

Is Olgin so vain as to believe that any
worker with a spark of the rebel In him
will do anything else but turn sick to the
stomach upon reading that headline? No,
every proletarian, even he who does not
believe with the Opposition, will stop and
reflect that the case for the Stalinists must
be weak indeed when they must resort to
such proclamations, (so entirely typical of
all the "arguments" against Trotsky) as
that Trotsky, the lion of the Russian rev-
olution, is still (!) hoping (I!) for the re-
turn of a czar in Russia.

But we cannot believe that it was
written either by a worker or for workers
to read. It was undoubtly meant for the
edification of Olgin's circje of decadent
friends and admirers who fawn before the
distinguished literatteur and cry: Bravo,
Moissaye! A Hit! Yes, bravo, Moissaye!
On to further infamies!

in the northern lumber district.
Michigan loggers average, from camp

to return, 9 1-2 hours a day. Food ia barely
edible and many camps hftve no bath-
houses aad poor sanitary facJWties. Body
lioe, bawdy houses, bed-bugs, bad boeae*
and booze are among the handicaps to a
deoent life. About a third of the loggers
&ts unemployed. Job hunters sleep on the
floors in the camps and likewise in town
booze joints, often In the way of the thirsty
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LETTERS FROM THE MILITANTS
ANOTHER "VICTORY" IS

THE INDEPENDENT
Minneapolis, Minn.

Dear Comrades:
No doubt, by the time this appears in

the Militant, the Freihelt will have Ire-
ported another victory for the Party in
the Minneapolis Independent Workmen's
Circle, Branch 89, It seems that the more
decisively the Party defeats itself in the
mass organizations with its "barricade"
policies the more triumphantly it proclaims
victories.

The scene this time, was the election
of a delegate to the special convention of
the order to be held in Boston, January 12,
1930 After weeks of campaigning in the
Freiheit, and caucusing with every element
•willing to negotiate, Moses was finally able
to gather together a motley support for
himself at the meeting.

In the front rank of the supporters of
the Communist party policy and its can-
didate stood such gentry as H. Supak, well-
known needle trades boss, S. Segal, pro-
prietor of a men's garment shop, Shulberg
novelty perfume manufacturer, and others
of this ilk. This alliance is an excellent
Illustration of how extreme "Leftism" in
theory goes hand in hand with open oppor-
tunism in practice. Moses is the same one
we have many times exposed for the same
practices while In the Party. This is the
Same Moses who shrieked for our expul-
sion as "renegades" and "counter-revolu-
tionaries".

Now although the open support of the
bosses contributed somewhat to the defeat
«f the Party, the outstanding honors in all
Justice, must be given to comrade Saltzman
himself. Moses, it seems, was doing a
fairly good job organizing his group in prep-
aration for the elections, when the afore-
mentioned strode upon the scene. First on
learning, that I. Berg, secretary of the
local branch was nominated in opposition
to/Moses, he launched a campaign of attack
against him and all those who might sup-
port him as "Trotskyists," "renegades"
and "counter-revolutionaries", although
Friend Berg is quite Innocent of the charge.

In reality, Berg is a typical Left wing
I. W. C. worker of whom there are hun-
dreds in the organization, loyal, painstaking
and unalterably opposed to the policy of
the party in the Independent, and to
Moses, whom the party has entrusted with
the execution of that policy. No factor con-
tributed more towards crystallizing oppo-
sition to the party than the charge that all
those who supported Berg as a delegate
to the convention were "Trotskyites", "ren-
egades" and counter-revolutionaries. Every
self-respecting Left winger, not befoosled
by the new phraseology (and many who
were) rebelled against this schoolmaster
threat and voted overwhelmingly for Berg,
though normally their vote might have
gone to the party.

It Is regrettable Jhat our own comrades
aid not clearly take the lead for the pos-
ition of the Communist Opposition. No
clear voice was raised In defence of Com-
inunlsm and the Communist party as
against the distortions and hysteria of the
present party mlsleadershlp. It Is true that
the provocations of the Party bring out
passionate rebellion from honest proletar-
ians; but a Leninist direction must be
given to this healthy movement, or It will
be lost in the swamp of reaction and may
become anti-Communist in character. It is
above all essential at present for the com-
rades of the Opposition to clearly define
before the membership Its policy on all
Questions pertaining to the future of the
order. A means must be given the Left
wing (now repulsed by the Party) of ral-
lying around Left traditions and preserve
them against the black hand of reaction
now reaching out for control of the order.

And this raises the question of the im-
mediate development of a definite Left wing
group in the Independent, one which will
openly, mllitantly and clearly speak and
act for Communist principles, criticising the
maneuvers and phrasemongering of the
Party and resolutely fighting for the pre-
Be—Hon. of proletarian policies within the

order' c. c.
O

BAKERSFIELLD, Cal. — Arch-framer
Charles M. Fickert, who sent Mooney and
Billings to prison, is evidently getting ner-
TOUS lest they be released. In a speech be-
fore the Bakersfield Kiwanls club he pleaded
that he Is not "persecuting" the two men;
he is only fighting the "anarchistic" organ-
izations that are trying to undermine the
foundations of the government.

DIARY OF AN UNEMPLOYED PLUMBER
New York, N. Y.

Dear Comrades:
Inspired by the dazzling figures of pro-

jected construction that President Hoover
and the lesser presidents of the railroads
and business corporations have been an-
nouncing so repeatedly for the past few
weeks ; spurred on by the contentions of
President Green in chorus with the whole
capitalist press, that as a consequence of
the stock market crash the speculative cap-
ital will be diverted to "legitimate" busin-
ess, and primarily to building construction,
I had set my alarm clock the previous
night for an early morning hour. I had a
feeling of confidence that with sufficient
effort I would undoubtedly get a job.

Carried on the wings of my new am-
bition getting up was not difflicult although
it was still dark. I grabbed the World,
and—to my great surprise—there was over
a column of plumbers' ads. It flashed
through my mind that only lunatics in-
vented the myth about a depression in this
country. My hand was Itchy at the thought
of my first pay envelope. I could see the
happy face of my wife when at last I an-
nounce to her that she can have the money
to pay back part of the grocer's bill. Right
there and then I decided what creditor
can wait longest for his money. But, alas,
upon closer examination of the ads, I real-
ized that I was looking at the "situation
wanted" section. There were men stating
their long experience, high qualities, great
speed, excellent references, all around,
knowing also steam, lead wiping, etc., etc.
and offering themselves to thn highest bid-
der.

Having realized my mistake, I quickly
turned the page and without difficulty
found the place where once ads for plum-
bers used to be. As an ugly monument to
the prosperous boom days there was the
following ad: "Plumber's hejper wanted;
three dollars a day; husky; one who can
work alone; must have own tools. Call
early...." They don't want a helper, they
want a mechanic sufficiently starved to be
willing to work for a helper's wage.

But this was not enough to discourage
me this morning. I resolved to set out in
search o£ a job, ads or no ads. I revisited
all the contractors I worked for in the
past, who for the last six months have been
telling me in the same monotonous voice,
"nothing doing". "Aren't you in on Pres-
ident Hoover's construction projects?" I
asked one of them indignantly. They did
not know what I was talking about; they
thought me Insane.

With every place I had been to. my
spirit dropped lower, my confidence of the
morning failed me more and more. I was
growing desperate. Walking from one end
of the city to another, from the Bronx to
Manhattan, covering all the plumbing shops
on the way, all kinds of thoughts entered
my mind. I envied the shop and factory
workers. Their industries are concentrated
la definite localities, they have their "mar-
kets". Although the results might be the
same, at least the process of looking for a
Job is not such a painful one.

Some argue that In the building trades
It Is impossible to divide the work equally.
If the bosses were compelled to hire a new
set of men for each building through a
labor bureau controlled by the workers,
every man in the' trade would get his share
of work.

As it is now, one must be related to
the boss, or lick the boots of the union

officialdom in order to be "fixed up". But
what does the officialdom care about unem-
ployment? Only a few weeks ago their
salary was raised $25, making it a total of
$125 a week, besides "extras"..

This reminds me. I shall have to bor-
row some money to pay my dues. Work or
no work, this must be paid for otherwise
there is a fine imposed, I hope no plum-
bers died this month. Every dead plumber
means an. addition of. fifty cents to the dues.
They sure have been dying lately. Is it
because of starvation? —P

<D
WHO SUPPORTS THE STALINISTS?

Minneapolis, Minn.
Dear Comrades:

If I am to judge the role o£ the Com-
munist Party today by the Minneapolis
membership—espescially the Jewish sec-
tion—as well as its supporters, then I must
assert that only a miracle can save the sit-
uation. As well believe in Stalin's theory
of building socialism in one country.

Let us consider for a moment the
standard-bearers of Communism, those who
are "strengthening the position of the CI
line" in the workers movement.

First we have Supak, a manufacturer
who exploits from 60-80 workers, and ex-
ploits them in the most refined manner, in
whose shop the Amalgamated established
the union. As soon as the,"contract" was
completed with the boss, this gentleman
was established in the leading councils of
the Party.

Then, take A. Sachs, boss plumber, an-
other "comrade", who amassed enough
wealth from workers' sweat to build a
beautiful home in the fashionable Lake
Harriet district.

And Mr. Sell. Every Jewish carpenter
or building trades worker knows I. Sell.
He is one of the worse exploiters and slave
drivers of his men. Yet he also Is a stan-
dard bearer of the Communist Party today.

Store keepers who donate $25 at a time
to Talmud Torahs and other Jewish bour-
geois institutions; sweatshop bosses like
Segal; boss barbers like Wolk; American
Legion members like Singer and Fink—
all these types stand today in the front
rank of the Jewish Communist movement
in Minneapolis.

Worker-comrades of the Party! What
does this mean? Does this not show a
dangerous degeneration of the Party sup-
port and membership? Is it surprising
that the Communist Party which bases it-
self on an overwhelmingly non-proletarian
support, should conduct its bitterest
struggles against the Leninist Opposition?
It is the duty of all serious Communists,
inside and outside the Party to mercilessly
pick out and expose the petty-bourgeois
elements in the Party and to fight against
the wrong policies which allow them to
develop in the movement.

Enlist yourself in the struggle to pur-
ify the movement from petty bourgeois in-
fluences!

MAX KAUFMAN

ON ;PEONAGE ON HIGH SEAS
SANVFRANCISCO-(FP)—A story of

peonage on the high seas was told In the
court of Judge St. Sure In San Francisco,
when James Lamey, colored cook on a
United Fruit Co. vessel, was awarded $500
damages. Lamey proved that Capt. George
Eppelman had chained him to a stanchion
In the forward peak of the ship for four
days because he had refused to paint the
mess room, since this was the mess boy's
duty.

fter reading this book by Leon Trotsky, now available In
three languages, the reader will have a clear picture of the
viewpoint of the Russian Opposition and the origin of the

present state of affairs in the Soviet Republic. This volume includes a
detailed exposure of the campaign, of misrepresentation and falsehood
conducted against the Russian Opposition and Its leader, Trotsky.
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DAILY WORKER AND ILLINOIS STRIKE
(The Dally Worker recently printed a

vicious attack upon the work of the Com-
munist League and its supporters in the
recent Illinois miners' strike. The fol-
lowing excerpt from a letter by comrade
Joseph Angelo, member of the League and
one of the best known militants in the
National Miners Union speaks for
itself.— Ed.)

Springfield, 111.
Dear Comrades: ^

The Dally Worker is surely getting
rambunctious when it stoops so blankety-
blank low as to call me a "stool-pigeon,
reneg?de, etc.," in its columns. I .did my
share in this last strike, more than some
C. P, members, as for Instance, X, who
would not go on a picket line because he
might be arrested, or Y who would not
address a mass meeting in Springfield be-
cause warrants were out for his arrest.
I was on the picket line in Springfield and
led the Taylorvllle miners to Auburn where
we pulled that mine out on strike. I or-
ganized the first relief committee and went
out and collected relief for the Taylorville
marchers. I spoke at Taylorville and when
I found out that although every mine was
out on strike In that section, no strike
committees were organized, I urged the
miners immediately to organize strike com-
mittees, not only mine strike committees
but committees of other workers as well,
yet this was not done because X cannot
see furthfir than his nose...."

—JOSEPH ANGELO

ON TROTSKY

Writing apropos the articles of com-
rade Trotsky that have been appearing In
the Militant, the Canadian One Big Union
Bulletin (12-19-1929) remarks in Its edit-
orial entitled "The Growing Influence of
Trotsky": "He (Trotsky) commands the
respect of both friends and foes and yet
he never compromises In the slightest de-
gree. The same undaunted spirit reveals
itself whether in conflict with Stalin or the
capitalist world. For ourselves we can only
say we have gleaned more from his works
than from those of any other current
Russian writer." We would like to suggest
that the 0. B. U. Bulletin reprint, therefore,
the article by comrade Trotsky entitled
"Syndicalism and Communism" which ap-
peared in a recent issue of the Militant.
It would be of particular interest to the
readers of the Bulletin!
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